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BRAND BOOK GUIDE
This brand book is an outline of the
critical values to the Stir Coffee brand.
The book serves as a resource for those
who want to better understand the Stir
story in order to create consistent image
and messaging.
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Stir Coffee prides themselves on the ability to provide a
fresh, energizing and convenient cold brew that will have
consumers feeling great.

BRAND STRATEGY
TARGET
Primary: Indiana University Students
Secondary: College Students

SUPPORT
Stir Coffee is air-roasted and freshly
bottled within 72 hours off the roaster.
Our unique process allows for peak
freshness, low-acidity flavors and delivers
a strong, smooth taste.

BENEFIT
Stir Coffee is great tasting smooth
coffee that will give you the ample
amount of energy to get you through
your day.

TONE
The tone of the brand will be modern,
energizing and positive.

POSITIONING STATEMENT

Stir Coffee provides energy with natural, healthy
ingredients better than other cold brew coffee
products. We do this through our unique air-roasting
process, premium quality beans, low acidity levels,
and peak freshness.

BRAND ESSENCE

Our hope is that when customers
come in contact with Stir Coffee,
they feel they are being fueled with
natural ingredients and energized to
take on whatever comes their way
throughout the day.

BRAND STORY
Stir Coffee is the Get-Shit-Done drink.
Whether you're facing an early morning class, a long work shift,
or simply getting your day jump-started, Stir Coffee is the fresh
coffee drink you can rely on when you need energy. To perform at
your highest level, you often need energy 12-18 hours a day.
Today's grind demands more. Some still rely on the same old
coffee from the same old brands for a "perk" of energy. Stir Coffee
is for those who set the bar higher. Stir Coffee gives you the
energy you need not only to make it through your day, but to get
the most out of it.
Stir Coffee is cold brewed locally to give you a smooth, fresh taste
in every sip and every bottle. Stir Coffee drinkers prefer it over
other coffee drinks because of its smooth taste, freshness, and
convenience. This ready-to-drink coffee provides high-achieving
people like you a great tasting source of energy to conquer the
day.

BUYER PERSONAS
Meet Lauren
Lauren is a 21-year-old student at
Indiana University. She is majoring
in Biology and is the president of
Indiana University Student
Foundation. She is constantly
striving to achieve but needs a lot of
energy to accomplish her goals. Her
favorite past times include, checking
Instagram and finding new books to
read. She is looking for the perfect
beverage to drink in the morning to
keep her going throughout her busy
day.

Meet Jason
Jason is a 20-year-old student at
Hanover College. His love for nature
and photography drew him to the
school but his Communications major
and his friends have made the
experience. When he isn't studying,
he can be found photographing the
beautiful campus or looking for new
hiking trails with friends. His
outgoing and energetic personality
have kept him eager to get the most
out of college. Jason is looking for a
drink to provide the burst of energy
he needs to get the perfect picture.

TAG LINE

Energizing
Fresh
Convenient

BRAND ELEMENTS: LOGO

STYLE GUIDE EXPLANATION
This style guide displays Stir's colors and
typography. These two elements are consistent
throughout all of Stir's branding materials and
marketing tactics in order to gain brand
recognition amongst consumers.

STYLE GUIDE: COLORS
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STYLE GUIDE: TYPOGRAPHY
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CONTACT

www.stirmobilecoffee.com/our-coffee/
Instagram: @stir_btown
Located at:
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